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Abstract. Modeling arbitrary connectivity changes of mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) makes application of automated formal verifica-
tion challenging. We introduced constrained labeled transition systems
(CLTSs) as a semantic model to represent mobility. To model check
MANET protocol with respect to the underlying topology and connec-
tivity changes, we here introduce a branching-time temporal logic inter-
preted over CLTSs. The temporal operators, from Action Computation
Tree Logic with an unless operator, are parameterized by multi-hop con-
straints over topologies, to express conditions on successful scenarios of a
MANET protocol. We moreover provide a bisimilarity relation with the
same distinguishing power for CLTSs as our logical framework.

1 Introduction

In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), nodes communicate along multi-hop
paths using wireless transceivers. Wireless communication is restricted; only
nodes located in the range of a transmitter receive data. Due to e.g. noise in
the environment, interferences, and temporary communication link errors, wire-
less communication is unreliable, which together with mobility of nodes compli-
cates the design of MANET protocols. Formal methods provide valuable tools
to design, evaluate and verify such protocols.

We introduced Restricted Broadcast Process Theory (RBPT) [9] to specify
and verify MANETs, taking into account mobility. RBPT specifies a MANET by
composing nodes using a restricted local broadcast operator. A strong point of
RBPT is that the underlying topology is not specified in the syntax, which would
make it hard to set up the initial topology for each scenario in a verification.
In similar approaches, the mobility is modeled as arbitrary manipulation of the
underlying topology (given as part of the semantic state), which may make the
model infinite and insusceptible to automated verification techniques. Instead in
the semantic model of RBPT, a constraint labeled transition system (CLTS) [10],
transitions are enriched with so-called network constraints, to restrict the possi-
ble topologies. This symbolic representation of network topologies in the seman-
tics is more compact and allows automated verification techniques to investigate
families of properties on a unified model.
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Properties in MANETs tend to be weaker than in wired networks, due to the
topology-dependent behavior of communication, and consequently the need for
multi-hop communication between nodes. For instance, an important property in
routing or information dissemination protocols is packet delivery : If there exists
an end-to-end route between two nodes A and B for a long enough period of time,
then packets sent by A will be received by B [7]. To reason about properties that
require such topology conditions, we introduce a temporal logic CACTL based
on ACTLW [16], which consists of Action CTL [3] with an until operator. Our
approach supports flexibility in verifying topology-dependent behavior (with-
out changing the model), and restricting the generality of mobility as opposed
to existing approaches. CACTL is interpreted over CLTSs. Path operators are
parameterized with multi-hop constraints over the underlying topologies. We
present a model checking algorithm for CACTL; a model checker for CACTL
is being implemented, using the rewrite logic Maude. This provides a frame-
work, supporting both equational reasoning [9] and model checking of MANET
protocols, to verify topology-dependent properties like “existence of a route”.

We moreover introduce a novel notion of branching network bisimilarity,
based on branching bisimilarity [24], that induces the same identification of
CLTSs as CACTL. This relation is finer than the one introduced in [10], due to
reliability of communication: A receiving node is not equivalent to a deadlocked
node anymore, since in parallel with a sending node, an unsuccessful communi-
cation cannot be matched to a communication with no enabled receiver (which
is the case in the lossy framework).

2 Related Work

MANET protocols have been studied either using existing formalisms such as
SPIN [1,5,26] and UPPAAL [8,15,26,27], or introducing specific frameworks
mainly with an algebraic approach [7,13,14,17,18,20,21,23]. Important model-
ing challenges in MANETs are local broadcast, underlying topology and mobility.
The modeling approach using existing formalisms can be summarized as follows:
The underlying topology is modeled by a two-dimensional array of Booleans,
mobility by explicit manipulation of this matrix, and local broadcast by uni-
casting to all nodes with whom the sending node is presently connected, using
the connectivity matrix. The verification approach tends to be based on model
checking techniques restricted to a pre-specified mobility scenario. Lack of sup-
port for compositional modeling and arbitrary topology changes has motivated
new approaches with a primitive for local broadcast and support of arbitrary
mobility. These approaches are CBS#, bKlaim, CWS, CMAN, CMN, ω-calculus,
RBPT, CSDT, and AWN [7,9,13,14,17,18,20,21,23]. The common point among
them (except RBPT) is implicit manipulation of the underlying topology in the
semantics to model arbitrary connectivity changes and mobility. The analysis
techniques supported by these frameworks, except bKlaim and AWN, are based
on a behavioral congruence relation. In [10] we provided an axiomatization to
derive that a specification of a MANET protocol is observably equal to a spec-
ification of its desired external behavior. Equational reasoning (applied at the
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syntactic or the semantic level) requires either abstraction from the actual speci-
fication of the MANET protocol, or knowledge about the overall behavior of the
MANET beforehand. The model checking approach is useful to investigate spe-
cific properties of MANET protocols with less effort and knowledge. The mix of
broadcast behavior and mobility leads to state-space explosion, hampering the
application of automated verification techniques like model checking. In bKlaim
[21], the semantic model is abstracted to a finite labeled transition system such
that the mobility information is preserved; a variant of ACTL is introduced to
determine which properties hold if movement of nodes is restricted. To this aim,
ACTL operators are parameterized by a set of possible network configurations
(topology). However, topology-dependent behavior cannot be checked. AWN [7]
verifies topology-dependent behavior properties using CTL [2], by treating a
transition label carrying (dis)connectivity information as a predicate of its suc-
ceeding state [7] and defining predicates over the topology as part of the syn-
tax. This approach can be extended to algebras, e.g. CMAN and ω-calculus,
with (dis)connectivity information on transition labels. However, this approach
needs auxiliary strategies to extract predicates from the states and transitions,
to restrict connectivity changes during model checking and thus limit the state
space. These challenges are tackled with the help of the model checker UPPAAL,
by transforming AWN specifications to automata and exploiting an auxiliary
automaton which statically restricts connectivity changes [8], similar to [15].

3 Background

Communication in wireless networks tends to be based on local broadcast: Only
nodes that are located in the transmission area of a sender can receive. A node
B is directly connected to a node A, if B is located within the transmission
range of A. This asymmetric connectivity relation between nodes introduces a
topology concept. A topology is a function γ : Loc → IP (Loc) where Loc denotes
a finite set of (hardware) addresses A,B,C. We extend Loc with the unknown
address ? to model open communications, which is helpful in giving semantics
to MANETs in a compositional way.

Constrained labeled transition systems (CLTSs) [10] provide a semantic model
for the operational behavior of MANETs. A transition label is a pair of an action
and a network constraint, restricting the range of possible underlying topologies.
A network constraint C is a set of connectivity pairs �: Loc × Loc, where only
the first address can be ?. In this setting, non-existence of connectivity infor-
mation between two addresses in a network constraint can imply three conse-
quences; we do not have any information about the link (this is helpful when
the link has no effect on the evolution of a network), the link was disconnected,
or the link exists, but due to unreliable communication, the communication was
unsuccessful. To distinguish these cases from each other, we extend the net-
work constraints of CLTSs with a set of disconnectivity pairs ��: Loc × Loc;
while B � A denotes that A is connected to B directly and consequently A
can receive data sent by B, B �� A denotes that A is not connected to B
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Fig. 1. Modeling different communication behaviors: s0 represents a state in which A
broadcasts its data, while s1 represents a state in which data has been transferred from
A to B

directly and consequently cannot receive any message from B. In this setting,
non-existence of connectivity information between two addresses in a network
constraint means a lack of information. We write {B � A,C − B �� D,E}
instead of {B � A,B � C,B �� D,B �� E}.

A network constraint C is said to be well-formed if ∀� � �′ ∈ C (�′ �=? ∧ � ��
�′ �∈ C) and ∀� �� �′ ∈ C (�′ �=?∧ � � �′ �∈ C). Let C denote the set of well-formed
network constraints that can be defined over network addresses in Loc. Each
network constraint C represents the set of network topologies that satisfy the
(dis)connectivity pairs in C, i.e., {γ | C ⊆ CΓ (γ)}, where CΓ (γ) extracts all one-
hop (dis)connectivity information from γ. So the empty network constraint {}
denotes all possible topologies over Loc. Let Actτ be the set of actions (including
the silent action τ), ranged over by η.

A CLTS is of the form by 〈S,Λ,→, s0〉, with S a set of states, Λ ⊆ C×Actτ ,
→⊆ S × Λ × S a transition relation, and s0 ∈ S the initial state. A transition

(s, (C, η), s′) ∈→, denoted by s
(C,η)−−−→ s′, expresses that a MANET protocol in

state s with an underlying topology γ ∈ C can perform action η to evolve to state
s′. Extending network constraints with disconnectivity pairs enables us to define
different behaviors for the communication primitive (see Fig. 1). Furthermore,
it allows us to reason about existence of a communication path between nodes,
as will be explained in Section 4.1.

4 Constrained Action Computation Tree Logic

Properties of MANETs tend to be weaker than of wired networks, due to
topology-dependent behavior of communication, and consequently the require-
ment of existence of a multi-hop communication path between nodes. CLTSs
provide a suitable platform to verify topology-dependent properties, using the
(dis)connectivity information encoded into the transition labels: While transi-
tions are traversed to investigate a behavioral property, (dis)connectivity infor-
mation is collected to verify the topology conditions on which the behavior
depends. To this aim, we introduce a temporal logic based on Action CTL
(ACTL) [3] which includes the until and next operators from CTL [2], para-
meterized with a set of actions. Recently a more expressive variant of ACTL
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called ACTLW [16] was introduced, in which the next is replaced by an unless
operator.

4.1 Concepts

Since the behavior of MANET protocols depends on the underlying topology
of the network, many properties depend on constraints on this topology. For
example, to examine whether a routing protocol can find a route from node A
to node B, the existence of a multi-hop path from A to B is a pre-condition.
Viewing a network topology as a directed graph, the simplest form of constraint
consists of the (non-)existence of multi-hop relations between nodes.

As explained in Section 3, states in a CLTS do not hold information about
the underlying topology. E.g., from the transition sequence t0

({A�B},η1)−−−−−−−−−→ t1
({B�C},η2)−−−−−−−−−→ t2 we can infer that at the moment we reach t1, B was connected

to A, and at the moment we reach t2, C was connected to B. So we can conclude
that to reach t2 via this path, two links must exist (not essentially at the same
time). That is, a multi-hop communication link from A to C, denoted by A ���
C, must exist to reach t2. In general, to examine a property pre-conditioned by
a multi-hop constraint over the topology, we look for a path in the CLTS along
which the multi-hop relations are inferred.

Let T = 〈S,Λ,→, s0〉 be a CLTS. A path σ of T is a sequence of transitions
t0(C0, η0)t1(C1, η1)t2 . . . where ∀i ≥ 0 ((ti−1(Ci, ηi)ti) ∈→). A path is said to be
maximal if it either is infinite or ends in a deadlock state.

When a multi-hop relation is the pre-condition of a property, we are stating
a set of single-hop links (leading to a multi-hop connection) required for a set
of communications. Inversely, we can infer from the network constraints of such
communications over a path that the multi-hop connection exists. To this aim,
we determine multi-hop connections by collecting single-hop constraints along a
path in a forward fashion using a set of computations over network constraints.
The operator ⊕ : C × C → C allows to gather information along a path in a
CLTS. It merges connectivity information, where the second argument overwrites
conflicting information of the first argument:

C1 ⊕ C2 = C2 ∪ {p | ¬p �∈ C2 ∧ p ∈ C1}

where ¬(� � �′) = � �� �′ and ¬(� �� �′) = � � �′. This operator is left-associative
and non-commutative; {} is its identity element. Let ⊕j

k=iCk denote (. . . ((Ck=i ⊕
Ck=i+1) ⊕ Ck=i+2) . . .⊕ Ck=j). We say ξ ∈ C conforms to C if ξ does not include
(dis)connectivity information that contradicts C, which can be formally tested by
C ⊆ C⊕ξ. Extending CLTSs with disconnectivity pairs allows to correctly update
topology information gathered along a path when the communication behavior
distinguishes lossy from disconnectivity by providing precise information in the
labels (see Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)) in the case of unsuccessful communication. For
instance, updating the connectivity information {A � B,C − B � C} with
A �� B results in {A � C,B � C,A �� B}.

A path t0(C0, η0)t1(C1, η1)t2 . . . is called C-path if Ci conforms to C for all
i ≥ 0.
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Fig. 2. Restricted mobility, achieved through restricted transition traversal

4.2 CACTL Syntax

To provide a logic to verify topology-dependent properties of MANET protocols,
our modal path operator is parameterized with multi-hop constraints over the
topology. This parameter specifies the pre-condition required for inspecting the
property; if the pre-condition never holds, the property does not need to hold.
Moreover, to verify properties of MANETs with regard to different mobility
scenarios, the satisfaction relation is parameterized with single-hop constraints.
This parameter expresses the (non-)existence of communication links and also
restricts node mobility; nodes can only move in such a way that the specified
links do not change. This is achieved by only traversing transitions that conform
to the specified links. For instance, consider the CLTS in Fig. 2(a). We examine
properties under the network constraint {B �� C}, meaning that C is never in
the transmission range of B. To this aim we should traverse transitions with
network constraints C such that {B �� C} ⊆ {B �� C} ⊕ C (like s0 → s1 → s3 in
the CLTS in Fig. 2(a)). This can be explained by partially unfolding the CLTS,
as depicted in Fig. 2(b), with an initial topology γ0 where B ∈ γ0(A), D ∈ γ0(B)

and C �∈ γ0(B). Three possible mobility scenarios of state 〈s1, γ0〉 are shown: One
moves C in the transmission range of B, while another moves D out and C in
the transmission range of B. According to the mobility restriction, the resulting
topologies γ1 and γ2 do not satisfy {B � C}. Therefore only the middle scenario
to 〈s3, γ0〉 is possible.

Our logic borrows its temporal operators from ACTLW: AU, EU, AW, and
EW. Let η ∈ Actτ , �, �′ ∈ Loc, C ∈ C. Action formula χ, topology formula μ,
state formula φ (also called CACTL formula), and path formula ψ are defined
by the grammars:

χ ::= true | η | ¬χ | χ ∧ χ′

μ ::= true | � ��� �′ | ¬μ | μ ∧ μ′

φ ::= true | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ′ | Eψ | Aψ
ψ ::= φ {χ}U μ{χ′}φ′ | φ {χ}W μ{χ′}φ′

While action and state formulae are the same as in ACTLW, path formulae
carry a condition over topologies. Intuitively, a path formula φ {χ}U μ{χ′}φ′
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specifies a path along which states satisfying property φ perform actions from
χ, until the accumulated (dis)connectivity information along this path satisfies
the topology formula μ, and a state satisfying property φ′ is reached after an
action from χ′. An infinite path that never stabilizes to a situation where μ is
always satisfied, still satisfies this path formula if all its states satisfy φ and all
its transitions are from χ. But if a path does stabilize to such a situation, then
eventually a transition from χ′ must lead to a state where φ′ holds. Typically,
μ could define that there is a path from node A to node B, and φ′ could define
that some information broadcast by A reaches B.

The path formula based on the unless (weak until) operator φ {χ}W μ{χ′}φ′

specifies a path along which states satisfying property φ perform actions from χ
at least as long as either μ is never satisfied or no state satisfying φ′ is visited
by an actions from χ′. We note that EW cannot readily be defined in terms of
AU as opposed to CTL, due to actions of χ and χ′ that should be visited to
reach states satisfying φ and φ′.

4.3 CACTL Semantics

Let η′ ∈ Actτ , ζ ∈ C, and 〈S,Λ,→, s0〉 a CLTS. Satisfaction under network
constraint ζ of action formula χ by η ∈ Actτ (written η |=ζ χ), topology formula
μ by network constraint C (written C |=ζ μ), state formula φ by state t (written
t |=ζ φ), or path formula ψ by maximal path σ (written σ |=ζ ψ), is inductively
defined below. Let σs

i , σ
C
i and ση

i denote the i-th state, network constraint and
action on path σ. With ⊕∞

k=1σ
C
k �ζ μ we mean that ⊕m

k=1σ
C
k |=ζ ¬μ for infinitely

many m ≥ 1.

η |=ζtrue always

η |=ζη
′ iff η = η′

η |=ζ¬χ iff η �ζ χ

η |=ζχ ∧ χ′ iff η |=ζ χ ∧ η |=ζ χ
′

C |=ζtrue always

C |=ζ� ��� �′ iff there are �0, . . . , �n ∈ Loc with �0 = �, �n = �′, and

�i � �i+1 ∈ ζ ⊕ C for all i = 0, . . . , n− 1

C |=ζ¬μ iff C �ζ μ

C |=ζμ ∧ μ′ iff C |=ζ μ ∧ C |=ζ μ
′

t |=ζtrue always

t |=ζ¬φ iff t �ζ φ

t |=ζφ ∧ φ′ iff t |=ζ φ ∧ t |=ζ φ
′

t |=ζEψ iff there exists a maximal ζ-path σ such that t = σs
0 ∧ σ |=ζ ψ

t |=ζAψ iff for all maximal ζ-paths σ, t = σs
0 ⇒ σ |=ζ ψ

σ |=ζφ {χ}U
μ
{χ′}φ

′ iff σs
0 |=ζ φ, and either ⊕∞

k=1σ
C
k �ζ μ, ∀j ≥ 1 (σs

j |=ζ φ∧
(ση

j |=ζ χ ∧ ζ ⊆ ζ ⊕ σC
j ) ∨ (ση

j = τ ∧ σC
j = {}))) or there exists an i ≥ 1
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such that σs
i |=ζ⊕(⊕i

k=1σC
k
) φ

′, ση
i |=ζ χ

′, ζ ⊆ ζ ⊕ σC
i , ⊕i

k=1σ
C
k |=ζ μ, and

∀1 ≤ j < i (σs
j |=ζ φ ∧ ((ση

j |=ζ χ ∧ ζ ⊆ ζ ⊕ σC
j ) ∨ (ση

j = τ ∧ σC
j = {})))

σ |=ζφ {χ}W
μ
{χ′}φ

′ iff σ |=ζ φ {χ}U
μ
{χ′}φ

′, or σs
0 |=ζ φ and ∀j ≥ 1 (σs

j |=ζ φ

∧ ((ση
j |=ζ χ ∧ ζ ⊆ ζ ⊕ σC

j ) ∨ (ση
j = τ ∧ σC

j = {})))

We use |= to denote |={} and {χ}U {χ′} to denote {χ}U
true

{χ′}. We remark that
the semantics of the until operator is somewhat different from CTL: E(φ{χ}U{χ′}φ

′) in
ACTLW (similar to ACTL) requires to perform at least one action from {χ′} to reach
a state satisfying φ′, while E(φUφ′) in CTL is satisfied if the first state satisfies φ′.
Furthermore, our semantics explicitly distinguishes silent actions τ (over all possible
topologies) and visible actions (similar to ACTL, in contrast to ACTLW).

For example, the state formula A(true {τ∨init}U
A���B

{get}true) indicates that if
there exists a path from A to B, the action init is followed by action get , after some
communication (specified by τ). E.g., the path

M0
({},init)−−−−−→ M1

({A�C − A ��B,D},τ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M2
({C�D − C ��A,B},τ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M3

({D�B − D ��C},τ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M4
({},get)−−−−−→ M5 → . . .

satisfies (true {τ∨init}U
A���B

{get}true) with no restriction on mobility of nodes (ζ =
{}), since get is observed after passing transitions with labels of init and τ , and the
accumulated network constraints over these transitions, {}⊕{A � C − A �� B,D}⊕
C � D − C �� A,B}⊕{D � B − D �� C}⊕{} induces that A ��� B via C and D.

4.4 CACTL Model Checking

We adapt the CTL model checking algorithm (see [6]) to CACTL. Model checking a
CACTL formula ϕ under ζ ∈ C starts with smallest sub-formulae and works outwards
toward ϕ. The model checking will operate by adding to each state a set of labels of
the form 〈φ,Ω,O〉, where φ is a subformula of ϕ, Ω a set of (dis)connectivity pairs, not
necessarily well-formed, and O a set of topology obligations. The set Ω maintains the
history of links experienced during exploration of ϕ, and is helpful in the verification
of state formulae based on (weak) until operators. A topology obligation is a pair of
a topology formula μ and a network constraint C. A topology obligation 〈μ, C〉 is said
to be satisfied when C |=ζ μ. Initially all states are labeled by 〈true, ∅, ∅〉. A state
satisfies ϕ iff at the end it includes a label 〈ϕ,Ω,O〉 with the topology obligations in
O all satisfied. The pseudo code of the model checking algorithm’s backbone is given
in Fig. 3.

We explain the idea of procedure CheckEU for the EU operator; other CACTL
operators can be dealt with in a similar way. The pseudo code of this procedure is
given in Appendix A. For simplicity we assume that CLTSs are deadlock-free. We
extend the application of ⊕ to topology obligations: C ⊕O = {〈μ, C ⊕C′〉 | 〈μ, C′〉 ∈ O}.
Two possible cases should be examined. In the first case, state s satisfies formula
E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′) if there exists a path from s consisting of states satisfying prop-
erty φ under ζ and actions from χ, until a state satisfying φ′ under ζ ⊕ ξ is reached
after an action from χ′ and ξ induces μ, where ξ is the accumulated (dis)connectivity
information along this path. To check this case, we move backward starting from the
states where φ′ holds under ζ, first over a transition with an action from χ′, and then
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Fig. 3. Model checking algorithm

over transitions with an action from χ, passing over states where φ holds under ζ. We
record the status of links encountered during backward exploration of executions (note
that these links conform to ζ). To ensure conformability of the links recorded for φ′

to ζ ⊕ ξ, we incrementally check conformability of these links to the partial of ξ being
formed in the backward exploration. Since the yet unknown ξ should induce μ, we
initially include topology obligation 〈μ, {}〉 in the state label; its network constraint is
incrementally updated while moving backward. Furthermore, we record the topology
obligation generated during exploration of φ and φ′. To ensure φ′ holds under ζ ⊕ ξ,
we incrementally update its recorded topology obligation while moving backward.

Let Ω and Ω′ contain the links that occurred over executions during exploration
of φ and φ′, and O and O′ the topology obligations generated during exploration of
φ and φ′ (under ζ), respectively. Since first φ and only after that φ′ needs to hold,
these sets can be kept separate. The sets Ω and Ω′ may contain conflicting conditions,
and even if Ω′ conforms to the partial of ξ, Ω ∪Ω′ may not. To check conformability
of Ω′ to and update O′ with partial ξ, we postpone mixing these sets until the end,
and exploit a senary labeling 〈E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω,Ω′, C, O,O′〉. Let C be the accu-
mulated value of network constraints over the traversed execution path. By moving
backward over a (C, η)-transition (where C conforms to ζ and η satisfies χ′) from the
state labeled with 〈φ′, Ω′, O′〉 to the state labeled with 〈φ,Ω,O〉, we add the label
〈E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω ∪ C, Ω′, C, O, {〈μ, C〉} ∪ C ⊕O′〉 to states labeled with 〈φ, ω,O〉,
if Ω′ conforms to C; it should be noted that C is added to Ω (and Ω conforms to ζ),
O′ is updated with C, and the obligation {〈μ, C〉} (C ⊕ {〈μ, {}〉}) is generated during
model checking of E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′). At the end of model checking, the senary labels
〈E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω,Ω′, C, O,O′〉 are replaced by 〈E(φ {χ}U
μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω∪Ω′, O∪O′〉.
Next we continue moving backward from the states with labels of the form 〈E(φ

{χ}U
μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω,Ω′, C′, O,O′〉 over ({}, τ) or (C, η)-transitions of which their action
satisfies χ and their network constraint conforms to ζ, to reach states labeled by
〈φ,Ω′′, O′′〉 for some Ω′′ and O′′. We add the label 〈E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω ∪ Ω′′ ∪
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Fig. 4. The CLTS to be checked for E(true {a∨τ}U
A���B

{b}E(true {a∨τ}U
A���C

{c}
true))

Table 1. Labels of states in Fig. 4 while checking formula ϕ2 ≡
E(φ {a∨τ}U

A���B
{b}ϕ1), where ϕ1 ≡ E(φ {χ}U

A���C
{c}φ) and φ ≡ true

Steps Actions

1 〈true, ∅, ∅〉 are added to M0,11,12,2−7

2 L1 ≡ 〈ϕ1, ∅, ∅, {}, ∅, {〈A � C, {}〉}〉 is added to M6

3 L2 ≡ 〈ϕ1, {D � C}, ∅, {D � C}, ∅, {〈A ��� C, {D � C}〉}〉 is added to M5

4 L3 ≡ 〈ϕ1, {B � C, D � C}, ∅, {D � C, B � C}, ∅, {〈A ��� C, {D � C, B � C}〉}〉 is added to M4

5 L1 is replaced by 〈ϕ1, ∅, {〈A ��� C, {}〉}〉 in M6

6 L2 is replaced by 〈ϕ1, {D � C}, {〈A ��� C, {D � C}〉}〉 in M5

7 L3 is replaced by 〈ϕ1, {B � C, D � C}, {〈A ��� C, {B � C, D � C}〉}〉 in M4

8 L4 ≡ 〈ϕ2, ∅, {B � C, D � C}, {}, ∅, {〈A ��� C, {B � C, D � C}〉, 〈A ��� B, {}〉}〉 is added to M3

9 L5 ≡ 〈ϕ2, {A � D}, {B � C, D � C}, {A � D}, ∅, {〈A ��� C, {A � D, B � C, D � C}〉,

〈A ��� B, {A � D}〉}〉 is added to M2

10 L6 ≡ 〈ϕ2, {D � B, A � D}, {B � C, D � C}, {D � B, A � D}, ∅,

{〈A ��� C, {D � B, A � D, B � C, D � C}〉, 〈A ��� B, {D � B, A � D}〉}〉

is added to M11 and M0

11 L4 is replaced by 〈ϕ2, {B � C, D � C}, {〈A ��� C, {B � C, D � C}〉, 〈A ��� B, {}〉}〉 in M3

12 L5 is replaced by 〈ϕ2, {A � D, B � C, D � C}, {〈A ��� C, {A � D, B � C, D � C}〉,

〈A ��� B, {A � D}〉}〉 in M2

13 L6 is replaced by 〈ϕ2, {D � B, A � D, B � C, D � C},

{〈A ��� C, {D � B, A � D, B � C, D � C}〉, 〈A ��� B, {D � B, A � D}〉}〉 in M1 and M0

C, Ω′, C ⊕ C′, O ∪ O′′, C ⊕ O′〉 to these states, if Ω′ conforms to C ⊕ C′. We continue
moving backward until no new label is added to the states.

As an example, we verify E(true {a∨τ}U
A���B

{b}E(true {a∨τ}U
A���C

{c}true))
under {} over the CLTS given in Fig. 4. States are initially labeled by 〈true, ∅, ∅〉.
Table 1 includes the labels given to the states in each step; first we label states M7

to M4 for the inner until operator, and then we label states M4 to M0 for the outer
until operator. State M12 is only labeled by 〈true, ∅, ∅〉 and cannot be labeled further,
because the set of links encountered during exploration of the inner until formula, i.e.
{B � C,D � C}, does not conform to {D � B,D �� C}. State M0 includes the
label 〈ϕ2, {D � B,A � D,B � C,D � C}, {〈A ��� C, {D � B,A � D,B �
C,D � C}〉, 〈A ��� B, {D � B,A � D}〉}〉, so it satisfies ϕ2 (under {}), since
{D � B,A � D,B � C,D � C} |= A ��� C and {D � B,A � D} |= A ��� B.
The topology formula A ��� C in the inner until formula is satisfied after the network
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Fig. 5. Two examples of infinite execution paths for which the accumulated network
constraints never induce A ��� B permanently

constraints A � D and D � B update their corresponding topology obligation while
moving backward to model check the outer formula.

In the second case, s satisfies E(φ {χ}U
μ
{χ′}φ

′) if there exists a path from s along
which the states satisfy φ, the actions are from χ, and the accumulated (dis)connectivity
information never induces μ permanently (see Fig. 5 for two simple examples). To check
the occurrence of this case, we decompose the CLTS into non-trivial strongly connected
components (SCCs), meaning that they contain at least one edge.

We first restrict to states that include a label 〈φ,Ω,O〉 for some Ω and O, and
to ({}, τ) and (C, η)-transitions where η satisfies χ and C conforms to ζ. Next, we
partition the new CLTS into SCCs using the algorithm explained in [2]. We initially
move backward in an SCC over (C, η)-transitions, and for any 〈φ,Ω1, O1〉 ∈ label(s) and
〈φ,Ω2, O2〉 ∈ label(t), where s and t are origin and destination of transition, we add
the label 〈E(φ {χ}U

μ
{χ′}φ

′), Ω1 ∪Ω2 ∪C, ∅, C, O1 ∪O2, {〈¬μ, C〉}〉 to s. The obligation
〈¬μ, C〉 indicates that the accumulated value of network constraints does not induce
μ. Then, similar to first case, we move backward out of the SCC until no new label is
added to the states, and at the end we replace senary labels by triples.

5 Protocol Analysis with CACTL

To illustrate the expressiveness of CACTL in the analysis of MANETs, we specify
properties for two important classes of protocols, namely routing and leader election.

The most fundamental error in routing protocol operations is failure to route cor-
rectly. The correct operation of MANET routing protocols is defined as follows [26]:
If from some point in time on there exists a path between two nodes, then the protocol
must be able to find some path between the nodes. Furthermore, when a path has been
found, and for the time it stays valid, it must be possible to send packets along the path
from the source node to the destination node. To verify the first part of property, let
init(src) and found(src) indicate initialization and completion respectively of the route
discovery protocol in a node with address src for a specific address dst . The property
“whenever there exists a path from src to dst and from dst to src, each init(src) is
proceeded by its corresponding found(src)”, for scr ∈ {A,C} and dst = B, is specified
by the CACTL formula

A(true {τ∨init(A)∨init(C)}U
A���B∧B���A

{found(A)}true) ∧
A(true {τ∨init(C)∨init(C)}U

C���B∧B���C
{found(C)}true)

where τ abstracts away from communications between nodes. By model checking the
CLTS model of a MANET in which the nodes deploy a routing protocol, we can verify
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this property with respect to arbitrary topology changes. This property was examined
in [7] for the AODV protocol using CTL.

To verify the second part of the property, let insert(src) and delivery(src) indi-
cate submission and arrival of a data over the route found beforehand at src and dst
respectively. The property “whenever there exists paths from src to dst and from dst
to src, when a route is found from src to dst ; and while this path is valid each insert
is followed by deliver”, for src = C and dst = B, is specified by the CACTL formula

A(true {init(C)∨init(A)∨τ}U
C���B∧B���C

{found(C)}(A(true {insert∨τ}U
true

{deliver}true)))

The outer until formula looks for all maximal paths in which found is performed
after init while the accumulated network constraints ξ induce C ��� B and B ��� C
(or this topology formula is never induced), and by found reach a state of which all
maximal ξ-paths satisfy the inner until path formula. The network constraints over a
ξ-path do not violate the single-hop (dis)connectivity pairs in ξ. It can be said that
(dis)connectivity pairs are frozen, and consequently the route from src to dst is still
valid.

Classical leader election algorithms aim at electing a unique leader from a fixed set
of nodes. In the context of MANETs such protocols should consider arbitrary topology
changes, and aim at finding a unique leader which is the most-valued node within a
connected component [25]. Let leader(id , lid) indicate that a node with address id has
found its leader with address lid , and let node A be the most-valued node. We can
investigate correctness of such a leader election algorithm with the CACTL formula

A(true ActΛU

A ��� B ∧ A ��� C∧
B ��� A ∧ B ��� C∧
C ��� A ∧ C ��� B {leader(A,A),leader(B,A),leader(C,A)}true)

It expresses that in any connected component containing nodes A, B and C, eventually
A is chosen as the leader. Being in the same connected component is indicated by the
existence of multi-hop paths among them. We can also investigate scenarios in which
two disconnected components merge together with the help of a CACTL formula like

A(true ActΛU

A ��� B ∧ B ��� A∧
C ��� D ∧ D ��� C∧
¬A ��� C ∧ ¬A ��� D∧
¬B ��� C ∧ ¬B ��� D {leader(A,A),leader(B,A),leader(D,C)}(

A(true ActΛU C���B∧B���C
{leader(A,A),leader(B,A),leader(D,A),leader(C,A)}true))

meaning that nodes A,B and nodes C,D belong to the same component with leader
A and C respectively; if these two components get connected via B and C, then they
will eventually converge to the same leader, i.e. A.

6 Branching Network Bisimilarity

We define a novel notion of branching network bisimilarity that induces the same
identification of CLTSs as our logical framework.

Definition 1. Let 〈S,Λ,→, s0〉 be a CLTS. States r, s ∈ S are logically equivalent,
denoted by r ∼L s, iff ∀ζ ∈ C ∀ϕ ∈ CACTL (r |=ζ ϕ ⇔ s |=ζ ϕ).

Intuitively, equivalent states in a CLTS exhibit the same behavior for any topology.
This behavior includes communication and internal actions. Communication actions
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carry a message and the address of the sender, which can be abstracted into the
unknown address ?. Two equivalent states must match on every internal action, receive
action, and send action with a known address. A send action with unknown address
can be mimicked by a send action with either a known or unknown address. Let =⇒
denote the reflexive-transitive closure of τ -transitions, over all possible topologies.

Definition 2. A binary relation R on states in a CLTS is a branching network sim-

ulation if t1Rt2 and t1
(C,η)−−−→ t′1 implies that:

– either (C, η) is ({}, τ), and t′1Rt2; or

– there are t′2 and t′′2 such that t2 =⇒ t′2
(C,η)−−−→ t′′2 , where t1Rt′2 and t′1Rt′′2 ; or

– η ≡ nsnd(m, ?), and there are t′2, t
′′
2 and � such that t2 =⇒ t′2

(C[�/?],nsnd(m,�))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ t′′2 ,
where t1Rt′2 and t′1Rt′′2 .

R is a branching network bisimulation if R and R−1 are branching network simula-
tions. Two terms t1 and t2 are branching network bisimilar, denoted by t1 �b t2, if
t1Rt2 for some branching network bisimulation relation R.

Theorem 1. �b is an equivalence relation.

This theorem can be proved in a similar fashion as for branching computed network
bisimilarity in [9]. As said, branching network bisimilarity and the equivalence relation
induced by CACTL coincide. This can be proved for CLTSs with so-called bounded-
nondeterminism following the approach of [4]. The result can be lifted to general CLTSs
in the same vein as [19], by resorting to infinitary logics (see [11] for the proof).

Theorem 2. Let 〈S,Λ,→, s0〉 be a CLTS. For any r, s ∈ S, r �b s iff r ∼L s.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced the branching-time temporal logic CACTL, interpreted over CLTSs, to
reason about topology-dependent behavior of MANET protocols. We can investigate
scenarios like after a route found and after two disconnected components merged with
the help of multi-hop constraints over topologies, which are specified as a part of path
operators in our logic. Advantages of our approach are flexibility in verifying topology-
dependent behavior (without changing the model), and restricting the generality of
mobility. By nesting until operators, a specific path can be found with the help of
topology constraints (without a need to specify how a topology constraint should be
inferred), and then fixed for further exploration. The (dis)connectivity information in
CLTS transitions makes it possible to restrict the generality of mobility as desired. By
contrast, in approaches like [7], the inferences leading to the establishment of topol-
ogy constraints should be embedded in the specification. Existing approaches to model
mobility either are insusceptible to model checking [7,13,23], or require separate model-
ing of mobility [8]. The logic in [21] does not support verification of topology-dependent
behavior.

A model checker for CACTL is being implemented, using the rewrite logic Maude.
We also intend to verify real-world MANET protocols.
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